
Artful is delighted to partner with Propect.5 Yesterday 
We Said Tomorrow to offer a unique ability to visit this 
leading triennial. Artful has worked with Nick Stillman, 
Executive Director at Prospect.5, to create a special 
immersive experience for our guests, including special 
access to both the Gala Celebration and most 
coveted Artist Party. In addition to Nick providing his 
insider insights on the triennial, we will visit with a 
Propect chosen artist in their studio, and tour a local 
collector home. Artful will make a $2000 donation to 
support Prospect.5 for every guest who attends, as this 
is their only fundraiser every three years and the 
triennial has already been impacted by the devastation 
of hurricane Ida.



Prospect.5 - Contemporary Art, Jazz and New Orleans Cuisine

January 19-23, 2022



Top left: Dawoud Bey work at Prospect.5, image by Jose Cotto. Courtesy of Prospect.5.; bottom left: visitor with Felipe Baeza’s work at 
Prospect.5, image by Jose Cotto, courtesy of Prospect.5; right: ‘Treme’ sign at the New Orleans African American Museum during Prospect.5; 
image courtesy of Prospect.5.



Top right: Artist Keni Anwar at Prospect.5, image by Ryan Hodgson-Rigsbee. Courtesy of Prospect.5; bottom center: work by 
Elliott Hundley at the Newcomb Art Museum at Prospect.5, image by Ashley Lorraine, courtesy of Prospect.5.

In creating this trip for you, we have focused on what we 
believe are the most important aspects of a memorable 
art experience - first class art, gracious hospitality 
and impeccable service. We aim to engage you in 
discussion about the art as you bond with fellow art 
lovers and explore this amazing city. At Artful, our goal is 
to provide hospitality equal to the art experience.



This trip will be led by one of Artful's art educators with 
the understanding that art is one of the most 
empathetic yet critical mediums by which to 
communicate and investigate important cultural topics. 
Our global art network will benefit the guests as friends 
from the art world join us at meals throughout the trip 
as guest speakers sharing their insider knowledge.



Our Prospect 5.0 New Orleans experience is priced at 
$6350 per person and includes all transportation, 
lodging, and meals during your trip. This trip is limited to 
16 guests and your booking is requested by December 
29 , 2021. A minimum of 10 guests is required to 
operate this trip.


